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FROM THE EDITOR…..
Well that’s the spring visit to Kelling heath
over and I have a report for you to read, my
thanks goes out to Tony Marsh and John Axtell
who joined forces in producing this report.
We also have a report from Michael Maunder
on the 2005 TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE, so my
thanks to him to.
With these 2 reports being well written and
very informative they have taken up this issue
of Skywatcher.
So once again my thanks to these people, but I
would like to ask….again, if you have anything
you would like to see in Skywatcher, then send
it to me.
Just one other thing, I would like to apologise
for a minor mistake made in the last issue, I
duplicated a story from the march issue.
Sorry about that people.

Mr Michael Maunder
Eclipse Photographer
Africa 2001

Forthcoming Meetings
May 5th

Clear skies to you all
Neil Ross
Editor

Dr Helen Walker
“ Infrared Astronomy”

Neilross758@aol.com

June 2nd

Call this number if you would like to send it by
post…..07841130231

Professor Carl Murray
“Saturn’s Rings:
The View From Cassini”

WE DON’T JUST TALK ASTRONOMY…….WE DO ASTRONOMY

April 05
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My Spring Holiday
I was quite pleased with myself. I’d packed my spectroscope, camera and tea-kettle in the car before
going to Greg Smye-Rumsby’s excellent talk on the Craig Telescope.. On Friday, I was all set to go
when my wife suggested that a few other things might come in handy – like a tent. As I drove over the
Hogsback it was snowing at a temperature of 2oC. I went to join a collection of people at Kelling Heath
to endure gales and snow under canvas to look at clouds at night. I now realise I’ve gone mad and
joined a band of nutters.

Eventually I arrived at
Kelling to see some
familiar faces.
Adrian and Gavin
in Great Coat mode.
(You should see the
soviet fur hat to go
with it. He looks like
an East German border
guard – Vhere ist
your passport?)
It was windy and cold, David Reynolds kindly supplied a reinvigorating cup of tea and my little tent
was soon up assisted by Gavin. John Axtell arrived not long afterwards. Since John has a large tunnel
tent 3 of us tried to help him erect it. After ½ an hour we gave up. The wind was just too strong. We
tried again about 7 o’clock since it would be dark soon. This time 8 of us succeeded. This gave rise to
Axtell’s Law – it requires 1 more person than the tent sleeps to erect it.

John fights with his tent.
John had been to the Iceni Brewery on the way.
They do beers like Rasberry Wheat , Men of
Norfolk and Boadicea Strong. David made the
mistake of pouring his Deirdre of the Sorrows too
quickly and had to use his teeth as a strainer

Unfortunately for John that was not the end of his woes. He inflated his airbed using a pump driven
by the cigarette lighter of his car. As he unplugged the pump from the airbed the wind decided to it
wanted some fun so the airbed took off around the field. Having bounced off a car it decided to
impale itself on my tent pole, probably the only one in the field that stuck up above the tent! Needless
to say it punctured the airbed. Despite the ministrations of duck tape John had a deflated night - not
solely the result of brewer’s droop following a night in the bar since the stars were not forthcoming
except in very short snatches. Suckers holes I think they are called.
Early morning revealed a snowy scene, nocturnal activity shown by the incriminating footprints. But
it was clear and bright. There were some trade stands and we were encouraged to visit them so that
the retailers would come again next year as they do to the autumn equinox star party. One stand was
selling H alpha filters and on a 60mm Televue refractor with a Nagler eyepiece the view of the sun
was quite spectacular.
There was one group of sunspots and a small one in the centre of the sun. However it was the
prominences and the structure of the surface of the sun especially round the group of sunspots that
really impressed. These are things you don’t see with the white light Baader solar film. However there
is quite a price difference, a sheet of film costs about £12 whereas a H alpha filter will set you back
about £3500. Kevin Smith had a Daystar H alpha filter on a refractor that was even better. This has
the advantage that you don’t have to tune it since the etalon, which selects the H alpha wavelength, is
in an oven above ambient temperature so it doesn’t suffer the problems of expansion with ambient
temperature that requires the tuning out on the other type of H alpha filter. Remember that the etalon
consists of two plates separated by the wavelength of H alpha light, i.e. 656nm so the slightest change
of say 1 nanometre, (1/25 of a millionth of an inch!), will lose the tuning

John, PST and tent. Now where’s the sun? Kevin with right hand essential accessory

Not the evil and sinister Ku Klux Klan
but how to get good views of the sun
through a double H alpha filter set!

John nearly had an accident that day. He had asked to borrow Kevin’s 31mm Nagler to try with
his Obsession. You will recall that this Nagler is the size and weight of a hand grenade. They cost nearly
$600 so John wanted to go through the motions of trying it first. Watch this space. However, when
Kevin arrived with said eyepiece John was sitting down drinking something or other. Kevin threw the
eyepiece across the tent and only rapid reactions saved John’s manhood. This was a trick that Kevin was
to repeat later in the bar when Adrian asked to look at his all singing and dancing mobile.
The clouds rolled up in the afternoon but three talks had been arranged. The first was by Ian
King on wide field CCD imaging which gave plenty of detail to the aficionados. The second talk was a
very basic “choose a telescope” and the third was a detailed history of the Apollo programme. Strange
to listen to an enthusiast talking about things like Sputnik, which happened long before he was born,
and which I remember well.
The last evening was spent in the bar as the clouds persisted. I’d just taken to my bed after
midnight when a great deal of noise made me look out of the tent. It had cleared! Rapidly putting on
some clothes I joined the rest for a couple of hours looking at whatever was available through the holes
in the broken cloud. Nothing spectacular but Jupiter through thin cloud using the Mewlon with
binocular eyepieces was memorable. A 5 inch pair of APO binoculars yielded a fine view of M13 and
the Ring

The Takahashi Mewlon
Dall–Kirkham 300m
3572mm focal length

I had to leave Sunday morning. Of course the forecast was for improving skies that
evening – Sunday night is always best when you can only stay Saturday night.
So all in all a long way to go for little observing – I never even unpacked my
spectroscope – the second year running at the spring star party.
Will I go next year? You bet!
Tony Marsh & John Axtell

KELLING HEATH PICTURES

What they really got up to at Kelling Heath!!

Trade stands at Kelling Heath

2005 TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE DIARY
Like many people the daunting task of getting to the mid-Pacific for an eclipse had to be a simple one
of economics. In my case that was settled long ago when I got the bug in 1973. That was on the Monte
Umbe and as this was another ship venture, why not? There are no pockets in a shroud.
The trip was part of the normal "Discovery" series and organised by "Discovery" in conjunction with
S&T, although we didn't learn that till a day or so before and missed out on many of the benefits. More
on that some other time. Anyway Wendy and I went with travelling companion Dudley Fuller, well
known telescope maker.
APRIL 6 - PRACTICE DAY
Rick Fienberg, Assoc Ed of S&T had announced that we'd all be doing a practice in real time to check
the sun elevation and so on. Time well spent.
I'd decided that a place on the upper deck, just behind the wind break awning would be ideal since it
also offered a refuge from the sun, to sit in and keep gear out of the heat. As the ship was steaming on
its course to Pitcairn the sun was due ahead, making a fisheye best prospect. My main piece of
equipment was a video camera and a direct view 'telescope' made from a camera lens and right-angled
viewfinder, ideal for portability. The naked eye view was to be main instrument in just 30 seconds.
APRIL 8
Wake up early to get to reserved position by 8am although totality not till around noon to give time to
see others and take pictures.
The Eclipse Team announced that because of the worsening weather prospects the ship had sailed at
high speed overnight to a new position up track where cloud cover was less. This had the useful bonus
of giving us an extra second or so of totality. The snag was that the ship was now travelling along the
line (at low speed) with the sun more or less directly ahead, making my fisheye picture very difficult
and impossible to duplicate the experiment I wanted.
The swell was appalling.

Whilst people were setting up seemed best time to go round and take pictures. Used a stereo camera (for
its first ever use). If on tests back home this was incorrectly exposed I could at least get some interesting
stereo pictures in mono or cross-processing &c. The Yashica TLR loaded with 6x6 Velvia 100 for high
quality stills and video for sound record &c.
After a lot of playing about with tripod positions and so on I had almost abandoned the fisheye idea, but
with some joggling and faith the set up became almost safe - half the ship's side (forrard on port side) in
the picture with the sun just visible to port.
The main setup was also giving focussing problems due to cloud cover. Quite impossible to hold focus
with the rapid ship's motion, image quite overblown at times and/or wildly out of focus. Had to be set to
manual focus which did cure that problem but auto-exposure still seemed best bet. Nicely seen but not a
hope of using max image size.
Towards first contact the cloud seemed to get worse and definitely more concentrated just where we
didn't need it. Nor had the ship's motion settled, which meant that video remained pretty awful. Best
could do in circumstances. Took few more sequences at intervals, concentrating on the occultation of the
sole sunspot on disk, which wasn't too long before totality.
By this time the characteristic eclipse colouring became very obvious and there was also an extremely
nice solar halo in evidence within the cloud cover which seemed set to stay in front of the sun from then
on.
Also about this time, around 15min before totality, a woman who'd been constantly opening the door
onto the crew deck allowing a huge wind to upset some delicate experiments was definite and foulmouthed and told to "go away", repeatedly. My parting remark was "There's always one on every trip",
which got childish finger signs in response. However, it did seem to do the trick as no attempt was made
to open door thereafter, presumably as she'd got the message by then that a dozen or more of us were
likely to lynch her.
About 5 mins before totality we got some useful audio timings from the team. The wind seemed to pick
up quite bit and be swirling about more than rest of time in morning. Although wind quite bad it was
stable and fairly constant. Fortunately this burst of bad conditions didn't last more than a minute or so. It
was also obvious that I couldn't do too much with the fisheye because of the ships course, it just had to be
of the side of the boat with sun only just in frame. The ships lifeboats made quite a pretty picture and the
horizon was level, thanks to the spirit level.
The setup was set in motion a few seconds before second contact and left to its own devices.
The main video showed a huge ship's motion and quite often the image even on the much lower
magnification still went off frame, but it was pleasing to see the visual lens on the lower setting did keep
in the eyepiece a lot better. I'd decided that it was better to sacrifice image scale for reliable centring, and
had removed the 1.4 multiplier during the setting up earlier in the morning.
The ship's team warned us of totality's approach and Diamond Ring, by which time the sky had darkened
considerably but still a lot brighter than any I'd seen before. I couldn't see any nice colouration on the
horizon around and certainly couldn't see the approaching shadow. That had been predicted.
Time to remove filters.
By then I'd long set the video onto continuous record so I didn't have to remember that & will be easily
found from timing marks on tape. The screen went haywire with massive overload, but rapidly settled
down. Grossly over exposed, so I concentrated on the naked eye view as totality started and what a
magnificent sight it was, with Venus popping into view. No clear memory of seeing any significant
corona (probably due to lack of dark adaption), nor of any prominences. However the view through the
telescope was brilliant, with absolutely no evidence of cloud dimming scene. I couldn't count number of
prominences which were bright and clear with one detached around 3 o'clock. The inner corona was seen
but not to any great extent and couldn't be sure of a huge amount of streamers that close to sun.

Quick glance at video screen showed a dead loss and Venus whipping across screen. Back to naked eye
for the diamond ring given the audio warning. Went on for a second or two, quite long and extended,
then all over. Remembered to replace filters on video, then the scope.
Not much excitement from those around, just hoped the video sound recording picked it up. Took a few
minutes of partial phase crescent before switching the machine off. Time to collect my beer from the bar
I'd ordered a few days before.
Dudley had seen but not happy with attempt to photograph or video. The ship's doctor was given a
postcard by a chap who was going round handing them out as souvenirs. She then admitted to having
missed the event because she'd forgotten to remove dark glasses
I spent quite a lot of time filming the partial phases, just for the record and sound effects. The
reappearance/occultation of the sunspot seemed to be very late but that was entirely due to the way the
sun had moved throughout the long time of the whole eclipse. Someone had pointed out that the time
between 1st & 2nd contact, and 3rd and 4th, was about the maximum it could ever be. needs checking,
although an interesting comment in any event. An hour and half was much longer than many I'd
experienced in the past. Eventually caught the emergence in the telescope, whilst the video was all
mushy and ill defined. Quite hopeless observation, proving need for better settings on electronic
recording Vs naked eye.
Lunch was a leisurely and cheery event with many people lashing out for champagne.
ECLIPSE ITSELF
Took a second or two before totality to look around horizon. No obvious reddening, as predicted, just a
garish yellow tone with a hint of orange. Time taken then to set the fisheye going just before time of
second contact, about 10 sec by my estimate. Couldn't hear it go due to wind and other noises going on
and left it to run.
According to the announcements it was about 10 seconds to go and as the crescent in the video screen
had virtually vanished - when it stayed long enough on it! - removed filter and got the Diamond ring
effect very clearly with some coronal shape, before it was then blown up as the auto controls took over
and washed out the inner image completely.
Remarkable sight by naked eye as I deliberately looked at Diamond Ring/Baily's Beads effect on second
contact. Venus was brilliantly obvious but nothing else nearby, partly due to clouds. The clouds had an
extremely unusual pink to purple hue and iridescence quite obvious. For a long time before totality there
had be a coloured halo round the sun, often complete circle, always something of the circle, depending
on cloud density and position and movement across sky. I didn't look for any of this during totality but
bits were very plainly seen, and quite bright for a while after totality.
It took a wasted second to remove the filter from the telescope as I'd forgotten to do that in the half
minute or so before totality. The view I had through it for about 10 seconds was absolutely mindblowingly gorgeous. Many more prominences than expected and very bright (on reflection and as said
during inquest later, should have been anticipated due to small apparent disk of moon, allowing close-in
stuff to be seen all round). At least one detached prominence I saw about 3.30-o'clock, in between two
others on limb, plus another at top of disk, bit unsure exactly where, and need to check against pictures
later.
Very little of the corona could be seen, certainly not the gross shape as on previous trips. I put this down
to the trade off not getting dark adapted due to much stronger ambient lighting than normal, plus the
cloud cover which had reduced the visibility at least a couple of stops/magnitudes. Nevertheless, the
very innermost bit was some exquisite, showing much fine tracery and streamers at around 9-o'clock.
My impression was of stuff off to 11, with 'lumps' down around 5 and 7-o'clock. Again, need to check.

In between all this switching of views noticed the way the boat was pitching and yawing and at one time
Venus went right through screen view in both directions, with no eclipsed sun in view at all. Later, at the
inquest, George said very similar, at least a 5 degree boat movement.
Back to naked eye just in time to get the Best Diamond Ring Effect for a very long time. Not as long
lasting as others claimed later, probably because we'd seen much longer ones, but certainly sustained, then
incredible bright sun back and filters back on video and all over.
I left the video run for a while before switching off to get the sound effects and much as possible of the
crescent phase as not much point in switching off, due to failure to get the inner corona. This time the
decision to leave as auto-exposure didn't pay off. May be due to higher sensitivity of the new video
machine, much more likely a failure to get accurate exposure readings with the rapidly moving image and
smudging from cloud dispersion effect(s). Anyway, an almost total failure to get decent images and just as
well my decision of some years back to always have the naked eye view through a telescope paid off, yet
again. The short time just enjoying the thing more than made up for any disappointment with digital &/or
film images.
INQUEST
The meeting shortly afterwards was extremely well organised and informative. General consensus was
that the ship's motion was a killer and without very short exposures, nothing serious would have come
out.
However, Rick Fienberg said at a meeting a week later that someone on board had achieved a major
breakthrough in image processing. I'll report more on this but sufficient to say that Miloslav. a
mathematician by profession with his own original technology after 3 days of work and 8hours of
processing, produced staggering images. These, in spit of ships motion and cirrus clouds, showed more
than could be seen with the naked eye.
I hope you get a sense of this new technology's importance from the pictures here.
Michael Maunder
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BOOKS
The Mariner 6 and 7 pictures of mars
The Backyard Astronomers Guide
Surface of the moon: Its structure and origin
Government Support for Beagle 2.
Frozen star, of Pulsars, black holes and the fate of stars
Observing the Universe (A new Scientist Guide)
100 billion suns, the birth, life and death of the stars
Skywatching
The Universe
Larousse Encyclopedia of Astronomy
The Modern Universe
1973 Year Book of Astronomy
1975 Year Book of Astronomy
1976 Year Book of Astronomy
1979 Year Book of Astronomy
1980 Year Book of Astronomy
1982 Year Book of Astronomy
1983 Year Book of Astronomy
1984 Year Book of Astronomy
1985 Year Book of Astronomy
1986 Year Book of Astronomy
1987 Year Book of Astronomy
1988 Year Book of Astronomy
1990 Year Book of Astronomy
1991 Year Book of Astronomy
1992 Year Book of Astronomy
1994 Year Book of Astronomy
1995 Year Book of Astronomy
1996 Year Book of Astronomy
1997 Year Book of Astronomy
A textbook of Astronomy, Facts and feats
Earth Satellite, The new satellite projects explained
Moon Flight atlas
Travellers in Space and time
1989 Year Book of Astronomy
Guide to Astronomy
Analysis of Apollo 10 photography and visual observations
ATLAS of surveyor 5 Television data
Guide to Lunar Orbiter Photographs
The Moon as viewed by lunar orbiter
Answer book of astronomy
Lonely Hearts of the Universe
Concise Encyclopedia of Astronomy
ITALY in Space before and after SIRIO
Moon, Mars and Venus. A concise guide in colour
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Collins
Dickinson & Dyer
V.A.
Firsoff
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NASA
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Iain
Nicholson
Dennis
Overbye
A. and H.
Wigert & Zimmermann

Messier Objects: A Beginner's Guide
Turn Left at Orion: 100 objects to see in a small telescope
Caldwell Card
Messier Card
Astronomy Encyclopedia
Moonwatch
Webb Society Deep-Sky Observer's Handbook - Star Atlas (#1)
Webb Society Deep-Sky Observer's Handbook - Star Atlas (#2)
Philips Planisphere 10” Lat 51.5º North

Kathy & Sue
Machin & Wheatley
Guy & Dan
Consolmagno & Davis
Sky & Telescope Sky & Telescope
Sky & Telescope Sky & Telescope
Gen: Patrick Moore

Observatrional Astronomy: A Plan for the Beginner
Exploring Mars: An Astronomy Now Guide
Just Six Numbers: The Deep Forces that Shape the Universe
The Edge of Infinity: Supermassive Black Holes in the Universe

SJ
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Webb Society
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Springer Verlag
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Rees
Melia
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1997
2000 3rd ed
Cambridge UP
Sky & Telescope
2001
Sky & Telescope
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2002
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2003
Webb Society
2002
Webb Society
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2004
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If interested in any of the above books please speak to David Reynolds
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£3.00
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£8.99
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Moon
New

8th

1st Qtr

16th

Full

23rd

Last Qtr

1st & 30th

Highspots:
5th η (eta) Aquarids meteor shower, peak of 35 per hour, favourable moon but many will be washed
out by morning twilight
9th Ceres (Mag 6.6) at opposition, 1.1° north-west of β Librae
13th α Scorpiids meteor shower, peak of only 5 per hour, favourable moon
15th Uranus 1.1° north-west of Mars
15th/16th Saturn passes only 10’ from NGC2420 (OC)
19th Jupiter 1° from Moon
19th Jupiter at 23.30 there’s a double transit (repeated 27th at 01.50) of Europa’s shadow plus Io & its
shadow
21st Ceres (Mag 7.2) passes only 1’ south of δ Librae
24th Antares occulted by Moon. UK will see re-appearance from behind dark limb at 22h 59m UT, but
Moon only at 2.5° altitude, so best seen from SE Kent coast

Planets:
Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
Neptune

Very low in evening twilight, moving from Aries into Taurus
Rises about 02.00 hrs, low in morning sky at Mag +0.5 in Aquarius
Nice evening object, transiting about 21.00 hrs, apparent diameter 42”,
Mag –2.3
Still well placed in Gemini for evening viewing, at Mag +0.2
Mag 5.9 in Aquarius, morning skies
Mag 7.9 in Capricornus, another morning object

Comet
Comet 2004 Q2 (Machholz), is still visible through binoculars at about Mag 8 or 9, heading through
Ursa Major towards Canes Venatici. Within 1° of δ Ursa Majoris from 7th – 9th.
Comet 9P-Tempel is in Virgo at Mag 10.

Constellations:
The following are well placed:
Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Sextans, Hydra, Coma Berenices, Virgo, Bootes, Corona Borealis, Serpens
Caput, Hercules

Deep Sky Objects (some suggestions)
M35 (Gem), M44, M67 (Cnc), M46, M47 (Pup), M48, M68 (Hya), M50 (Mon), M65, M66,
NGC3628, M95, M96, M105, NGC2903 (Leo), M81, M82 (Uma), NGC4361 (Cor), M53, M64,
NGC4565, Mel 111 (Com), Virgo cluster, M63 (Cvn),M68, M83 (Hya), M4, M80 (Sco), M13 (Her)
Sources:
FAS Astro Calendar 2004/2005, Astronomy Now (May), Sky &Telescope (May),
Deep-Sky Observer’s Year (Privett & Parsons), SPA Popular Astronomy (April-June)

John Axtell

1st May 2005

